Recently, an alternative strategy for the parallelization of molecular dynamics simulations with short-ranged forces has been proposed. In this work, this algorithm is tested on a variety of multi-core systems using three types of benchmark simulations. The results show that the new algorithm gives consistent speedups which are depending on the properties of the simulated system either comparable or superior to those obtained with spatial decomposition. Comparisons of the parallel speedup on different systems indicates that on multi-core machines the parallel efficiency of the method is mainly limited by memory access speed.
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Introduction
Molecular dynamics (MD) is a particle based simulation technique that is widely used in many areas of computational science [1, 2, 3] . As computers became more and more powerful, simulations of larger and more complex systems became possible. Yet there are still many problems that can only be solved by even more powerful computers.
For the last years, increases of computing power were achieved through the integration of a growing number of processing units on so-called multi-core chips. In the near future processors with hundreds or thousands of CPU cores will become available. The power of such processors, can only be harnessed through highly parallel algorithms that achieve good parallel efficiencies for large numbers of threads.
Large-scale MD simulations in materials science frequently use short-ranged force models that are constructed in such a way that the force between two particles is zero if the distance between the particles exceeds a cutoff radius r cut . A standard method for the parallelization of MD simulations with short-ranged forces is spatial decomposition [4] . In this method, the volume of the simulated system is subdivided into as many subvolumes as there are processors. Each processor then calculates the forces between particles in one of the subvolumes.
Spatial decomposition as a parallelization strategy for MD simulations has the advantage that it can be used on SMP machines as well as distributed systems using message passing techniques. The method scales well if the simulated system is large enough that the communication overhead can be neglected and sufficiently homogeneous to avoid load-balancing issues. The latter condition, however, becomes difficult to fulfill in simulations of complex nanosystems. If the simulated system contains a substantial amount of void volume or if multiple materials with different types of interactions are present, the even distribution of the computational workload among the processors becomes challenging.
In a recent article, a new algorithm for the parallelization of MD simulations on SMP systems has been proposed [5] . The cell task method uses task-based programming which is a modern approach to parallel programming that is particularly suited for irregular algorithms [6] . In this approach, the problem is divided into small work units (tasks) without regard for low-level details like the number of processors. A task-managing software then executes the tasks with the help of a thread pool. While a task is running it can create new tasks that are added to the list of tasks. If there are much more tasks then processors, a dynamic assignment of the tasks to the threads masks differences in the execution time of the tasks and keeps all processors busy.
In this article the efficiency of the cell task method is tested on a variety of different multi-core systems.
The cell task algorithm
The cell task method was designed with two goals in mind. First, the method should be highly parallel so that it performs well on many-core systems with possibly hundreds or thousands of threads. Second, the algorithm should provide similar speedups for systems of the same size independent of the homogeneity of the configuration.
The computationally most intensive part of any MD simulation is the calculation of the forces on the particles. When using short-ranged forces the algorithm for the force calculations has typically the following structure:
for all particles p:
for all neighbors n of particle p: Calculate force F n−p between particles n and p. Add F n−p to total force on particle p. Add −F n−p to total force on particle n. end for end for
In this algorithm, the neighbors of a particle are other particles within the cutoff radius r cut . For each particle the program maintains a list of its neighbors that is updated in regular intervals. In order to save time, the algorithm exploits Newton's third law which says that F n−p = −F p−n and assumes that each pair of neighbors appears only in the neighbor list of one of the two particles.
On an SMP machine, the outer loop of the algorithm given above can easily be executed in parallel using for example OpenMP [7, 8] . Unfortunately, this simple strategy is not efficient. The reason for this is the need for synchronization of the force updates in the inner loop. This is necessary to avoid race conditions when multiple processors update the same particle simultaneously. In addition to this, uncoordinated accesses to the same particle by different processors can increase the amount of cross-socket transfers of cache lines.
Most programs for MD simulations with short-ranged forces employ the linked-cell technique [1] during the construction of the neighbor lists. The linked-cell technique subdivides the simulation cell into a grid of small cells and bins the particles into these cells. The size of the cells is chosen to be just larger than the cutoff radius of the interactions r cut . The cell information can then be used to reduce the number of candidates for the neighbors of a particle. If a particle is in a given cell, its neighbors are all within the 27 immediately surrounding cells.
The cell task method reuses the information of the linked-cell technique to avoid synchronization constructs in the inner loop of the force calculation. If a processor calculates the forces for a particle p in the algorithm given above, it is known that all neighbors n will be found in the 27 cells surrounding the particle. Therefore, if it can be guaranteed that no other processor updates the particles in these 27 cells, no synchronization of the particle updates in The cell task method organizes the force calculation into tasks. A task consists of the calculation of the forces on all particles within one grid cell (or a compact block of cells). The tasks are then organized in a dependent task schedule that ensures that simultaneously running tasks will only access non-overlapping sets of cells. A similar scheme is employed for the generation of the neighbor lists.
The current implementation of the cell task method is build on top of a general purpose MD program named mdntp [11] . This program has been designed for large scale simulations using many-body interactions like embedded-atom method [12] or Finnis-Sinclair style potentials [13] . The cell task version of mdntp uses Intel's Thread Building Blocks Library [9, 10] for the management of the tasks. Details of the construction of the task schedule and the implementation of the method can be found in [5] .
Results from benchmark simulations 3.1. Benchmark Systems
In order to test the efficiency of the cell task method, three types of benchmark simulations have been repeated on a variety of multi-core systems. All simulations employed Cleri and Rosato's tight-binding second-moment potential for copper [14] .
The first benchmark configuration is a cubic block of crystalline bulk copper build from 63 × 63 × 63 fcc unit cells (1,000,188 atoms). This system is very homogeneous and therefore nearly ideal for the spatial decomposition method. Load imbalances occur in this system only if the spatial decomposition is incommensurable with the number of lattice planes. The second benchmark system is a spherical copper nanoparticle with a diameter of 30 nm containing 1,177,151 atoms. Since this system does not fill the space completely, spatial decomposition becomes problematic if the decomposition does not cut the system into equal parts. Good performance of the spatial decomposition method can be expected for this system only for 2, 4, and 8 processors where an efficient decomposition is possible by cutting the sphere repeatedly in halves.
The last benchmark configuration is a porous system of nanocrystalline copper that was obtained from simulations of the sintering of copper nanoparticles (1,992,220 atoms; see figure 1). This system is very inhomogeneous with an irregular shape and a large fraction of void volume. A good load balance can not be expected from a simple decomposition of this system. All simulations were repeated five times and the average execution time (excluding initialization and saving of results at the end) was calculated from the five runs. The execution times were then used to calculate the parallel speedup with respect to the serial version.
Nearly direct comparisons between the parallel efficiency of spatial decomposition and the cell task method are possible since the original version of mdntp supports spatial decomposition. However the implementation of the cell task method in the program required some changes to the force calculation that lead to additional optimizations that are not present in the original version and that can not easily be imported into the spatial decomposition version of the program. For this reason two different serial programs were used for the calculations of parallel speedups. Parallel speedups S(p) of the spatial decomposition method were calculated with respect to the execution time of the original serial program version. Speedups of the cell task method were calculated by dividing the execution time of the cell task version of the program running with 1 thread by the execution time of the same program running with p threads. This procedure effectively eliminates the effect of the additional optimizations that have nothing to do with the parallelization method. Figure 2 shows the speedups obtained for the three benchmarks system with the cell task method and spatial decomposition on three different multi-core machines. The figure shows that except for very few points in panel (g) the cell task method obtains better parallel speedups than the spatial decomposition method. As expected, the two methods give similar speedups in case of the homogeneous bulk system (left column). For the other two benchmark configurations the cell task method performs significantly better.
Comparison with spatial decomposition
It can also be seen from figure 2 that the cell task algorithm yields considerably more consistent speedups. The speedups obtained by the cell task method increase continuously with the number of threads and on the same machine the behavior of the three benchmark systems is rather similar. In contrast to this the speedup of the spatial decomposition method is non-monotonous and the results vary from one benchmark system to another on the same machine.
Finally, figure 2 shows a growing deviation of the speedup from the ideal behavior. It is however unlikely that this loss of efficiency is due to a lack of parallelism of the cell task algorithm. If this were the reason, the spatial decomposition method should outperform the cell task method at least in the case of the bulk system since spatial decomposition scales well for large homogeneous systems. The left column of figure 2 shows however that for the bulk system the spatial decomposition method deviates from the ideal behavior in the same manner as the cell task method. This is a strong indication that the deviations are not caused by the parallel algorithms but by limitations of the test machines. In addition to this, benchmark data given in reference [5] show that the cell task method achieves parallel efficiencies above 80 % at p = 60 threads on a Xeon Phi coprocessor. The most likely reasons for the lower parallel efficiency on the multi-core machines at high numbers of threads are limitations of the memory system. This will be discussed in the next section. Table 1 presents for a variety of multi-core machines the execution times t(1) of the cell task program with one thread and the speedups obtained with p = 6, 12, 16, 24 and 32 threads for the third benchmark system (porous nanocrystalline copper). A surprising observation is that despite the strong variations between the test machines, the speedup data are rather similar. Unfortunately most of the systems differ in more than one parameter. This makes it difficult to identify the parameters with the largest impact on the parallel performance. The two most similar systems in table 1 are probably the two Xeon E5 machines. The CPUs of these two systems have the same microarchitecture and very similar clock frequencies.
Comparison between test systems
Comparison of the two systems shows that better speedups are obtained on the system with faster memory. Another trend indicated by table 1 is that a low serial execution speed favors higher speedups at larger numbers of threads. This too is consistent with the idea that the parallel efficiency is mainly limited by the memory system since a slower program execution reduces the impact of memory access speed.
Summary and conclusions
The cell task algorithm provides an alternative parallelization method for MD simulations on multi-and many-core systems. The method is designed to be highly parallel and to give high speedups even for strongly inhomogeneous systems where spatial decomposition becomes less effective.
Benchmark calculations using three types of configurations on a variety of systems show that for inhomogeneous systems the cell task method yields a better parallel efficiency than spatial decomposition. For homogeneous systems the speedups are comparable.
On the multi-core systems used in this work, the parallel efficiency of the cell task method diminishes for larger numbers of cores. The reason for this is not yet fully understood. The fact that the spatial decomposition method is affected in a similar manner points however in the direction of system limitations rather than insufficient parallelism.
Although the data in table 1 do not allow to draw definite conclusions, they are compatible with the hypothesis that the main factor limiting the parallel efficiency of the MD simulations on the multi-core machines is memory access speed. More work is required to verify this hypothesis. One way to do this would be to perform simulations with a computationally more intensive potential. If the parallel efficiency in the current work is indeed bound by memory access speed, higher efficiencies can be expected for a potential that requires more computations per particle pair. 
